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Phillips named ombudser 

by Fred Stevens "I'm going to be getting a hard decision to make because 
acquainted with the job and the all three candidates were 
"I am accepting the office right away," said Phillips. qualified." 
unanimous recommendation of Phillips was informed Caucus chairer Bob Harvey
the Student Ombudsman Wednesday night that he had also congratula t ed the 
Advisory committee that Paul S been elected for the position by Ombudser. "On behalf of 
Phillips be named the Student the 0 m bu dser Advisory Student Caucus and myself, I 
Ombudman for the current committee. wish Phillips the heartiest 
academic year," said Dr Robert "Everybody on the committee congratulations, and I'm looking
Kegerreis, President of WSU is satisfied with the selection," · forward to cooperating with him 
Friday. said Sue Mumpower, chairer of to the extent we can both serve 
Monday, Phillips, a junior the Advisory committee. "It was the student body and the 
biology ma1or, will be University community ." 
introduced t o assistant 
Ombudsers and members of the 
faculty by Greg Heuser interim Student lounge
Ombudser. 
"I'm sure he'll do a good job," 
said Heuser. "I'm going to try to opening delayedhelp him out. As soon as he can 
pick it up I'll be out of here." 
by Samuel Latham Neiman, Assistant to thePhillips said he would be 
Execut ive Vice-President andworking with the current staff It has just been learned by the Provost, Said the cafeteria wasfor the time being. 
Guardian that the proposed date closed down as of the last day of 
for the opening of the student classes in the summer in order to 
lounge has been delayed until use some of the old equipmentCar pool November 30. Judy Nieman, in the new Millett facility,

assistant to the executive Wright Station. 

vice-president and provost, made "The only things that are 

the announcement. Nieman ahead of that (student lounge)
oversold? 
explained that carpet layers and are classrooms and labs," said 
other workmen will not be able Neiman. "The classroom space isby Jack Farting to start until after Oct 15. 
always a priority ." In a previous Guardian article, She did indicate that the work 
"I don't know of any changesEd Cooper of Parking Services done by Plant Management 
now that would delay theclaimed to have not oversold car should be done either by or soon 
schedule any further," saidpool stickers. 	 after the 15th. 
Lyon.At the present time there are 
One change from the original22 spaces available. Eight more Opening date of Wright State's 
plans for the lounge is thespaces will be added in the near new student lounge in Allyn Hall 
addition of a new veterans officefuture when signs are erected has been delayed two weeks due 
behind Millett. 65 car pool to changes in the food counter 	 since no other c:::--J 1:ould be 
found for the office in thestickers have been sold which structure. 

means there are over twice as According to Charles Seaver, university. 

"The problem was that we hadmany decals as there are spaces Physical Plant Director, . "the 
You would be smiling too if you had been listening to one of the available. concurrent estimated two veteran counselors assigned 
bands at October daze. (Jeff Hiles photo) However, some holders of the completion schedule is the 15th to us because of our large 
veterans population, and we hadcar pool stickers have of November and that is 
no office space for them," saidcomplained that they haven't estimated." 
Lyon.been able to find a place to park. "There was a preliminary date 
Three persons will be locatedZehner appears "We're allowed to oversell a of October 30," said Seaver. 
in the new vet office, accordingcertain percentage of any decal, "All I know is that there was aby Tracey Jayne Thompson Democrat Club, and was on the but we have not oversold our 	 change in the counter structure, to Joel Cohan, director of 
Democratic 	 Financial "It'll Diane0 hi o Youth spaces this quarter. My office 	 but I wasn't sitting in on those Aid. be James Zehner, who is running 	 Tribe and Henry Millant in oneCommission. 	 has been keeping daily figures on meetings and I don't know whatfor State Representative from 	 room and June Blake in theIf elected, Zehner plans to . ·each parking lot and these brought about those changes."the 63rd district, spoke. to other." Blake is the Veteransstrengthen the Ohio Disaster figures say we have not Seaver indicated that the newseveral classes on campus l~st 	 Affairs clerk for Financial Aid,Services Agency and provide oversold," explained Cooper. lounge was "no further downWednesday. Also appearing was 	 while Tribe and Millant are Vetequitable funding of local school "We run checks three times a than eighth" on his list ofKen Kay, who represented 	 counselors assigned to WSU.districts. · day on all the lots and there 	 priorities.lieutenant governor hopeful 	 Cohan explained that "spaceZehner also hopes to establish have been empty spaces found However, Bruce Lyon, Dean ofRichard Celeste. at this office is at a premium soa local youth treatment center, every day," he added. Students, claims "the originalThis will be Zehner's second 	 we're going to move them downobtain no-fault . insurance, and In the past, parking has date was going to be before theelection. He garnered 43% of the there Monday."campaign for election law defended the overselling of opening of fall quarter, that'svotes cast during the last "The federal government rentsreforms. 	 stickers on the basis of turnover why we shut down the Allynelection. 
Zehner believes efficient in the occupants per space, since Hall cafeteria during the summer the space, actually leases it,"The 63rd district includes 
public transportation is a a space is occupied several times 	 for renovation." said Elenore Koch, As.5istant 
Xenia , Yellow Springs, LContinued on p 2] per day by different cars. On the other hand, Judy [Continued on p .2)
Beaver creek, Fairborn, 
Cedarville, and five surrounding 
townships. There are 109 
thousand people in the district. Caucus questions Wright State smoking rules 
. Zehner is a well-known figure 
Ill Xenia. He has taught at Xenia by Gail Snyder alfowed to, according to the "It's a real problem and that's student. 
High School and has served as a campus rules. why we're talking about it,'' said According to Harvey, the 
trustee at Urbana College. "I want to be able to drive my "I wanta' be able to smoke Harvey. "Academic sanctions student later decided he wanted 
Zehner has also been the Chairer '5.9 Ford that pollutes the air during class," maintained shouldn't be invoked in the same exam over, but the 
of the Legislative Studies too, but I'd get a ticket for it Winkler as the discussion non-academic offenses." professor would not allow it. 
Committee, Xenia Education and that's not the question," continued. "The reason this came up is Caucus members who were 
Association. said Richard Brinkman, Student Caucus chairer Robert Harvey because a student was smoking pr~~nt at the meeting, Harvey, 
He has served as an Emergency Caucus member, at last pointed out, "smoking is at this during a mid-term exam and the Brmkman, Winkler, and Bev 
Planner, 0 hio Disaster Services Thursday's Caucus meeting. point in time against the rules." professor came up and ·told Tanamachi, did not come to an 
~gency and as a Co-ordinator, Brinkman was trying to Smoking in classrooms was the her/him to put out the agreement or alternative as to 
enia One-Stop Disaster emphasize to caucus member topic of discussion and Caucus cigarette,'' said Harvey. what should be done in a 
Asmstance Center. • Phil Winkler, who adopted a pro members had some conflicting After asking the student to classroom where the profes.5or or 
GZehner is also a member of the smokers position that even viewpoints, although they all extinguish his cigarette many other students object to 
reene County Historical though students want to smoke agreed that something must be times without success, the exam someone smoking. 

Society, the Yellow Springs in class, they might not be done about it. was taken away from the [Continued on p 2] 
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Zehner appears at WSU 
(Continued from p 1] Zehner also said changes must "The SBA is a federal
be made with the Public Utilities program, so when they gave outnecessity and hopes to secure Commission of Ohio. "Wher incorrect information regardingfair employment opportunities someone asks' rate increases, it loans, there wasn't muchand fair access to financial take PUCO 12, 18, sometimes anybody could do. We mustcredit.
Zehner pointed out 	
24 months for them to decide triple the size of the disaster

whether or not to give it to services and completely
Wednesday that of the money them. PUCO simply doesn't have reorganize them. The oldraised for his campaign, 49% of the staff to investigate the program was much morethe contributions were under necessity of a rate increase." equitable than the new one."$25. The only $500
contribution was his. He also "There is -a basic inequity caucu sbetween youth and adultsaid, "I am owned by the people justice," Zehner said in regard toof the 63rd district, not by any

special interest group." juvenile courts. "I'm not really 
 qu·est·10 ns
sure what incorrigible means,When asked about the but I do ·know that it meansconsumer protection bill, Zehner somebody doesn't like you. This sm
0 
k.ngsaid "We need consumer can make you a criminal forprotection on a cabinet level." running away from home, 1
He also said that "Brown and 
 truancy, or getting pregnant." [Continued from p 1]Taft very effectively blocked

any federal consumer action." 
"Juvenile courts have become Another issue discussed was

administrative bodies," he the Wright State shuttlebus.He did say that if the bill should continued. "If they don'tpass at a later date, "Ohio C3:n be 	 According to Brinkman, one ofadminister justice we do not the bus drivers had gotten invery sure that you get your 75 need them. Minors have the right trouble because he/she had been 
This is the mighty transmitter of WWSU-two ·run watts. (Tim Kemcents worth of your inflated to h~ve legal representation in 	 photo)dollar." 	 stopping at other places thancourt but this fact has not those listed.Zehner feels qualified to filtered down to the court's level Student loungediscuss problems with the 63rd Yet." 	 According to Brinkman, the district's schools. "I have had 	 driver was stoppu1g places which
that practical experience. I think 
Zehner also said that the state were on the way to required [Con~inued from pl] Koch mentioned that the newshould "set up a contingencyI know what some of the 	 places without running late. Director of Student Services, office will "be open in theemergency fund so that you do Brinkman said he thought thatproblems are. We have gotten 	 who proposed that the office be evening" and hopes that itsnot have to raise money to buildthe short end of the stick in schools and businesses" after a 
the driver was in the right, and iocated in the old "dishwashing location will make it more
Greene County as far as federal disaster such as the Xenia felt that "any place where the room." "accessible for the veterans."
funding is concerned." bus has to stop anyway or r.:::- - ....~ .... ,...,... .,.... ......~.....................~.-:-:'.~.~~
tornado. 	 anyplace the bus driver deems :.··=·=·E~T;;';·,~·;,~-:~:-:-=N-rg·h't"".."C"f~l;-··..safe" should be allowed. "I feel
that they wouldn't need more ·-------... i:;:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:~=~=~=!:~:!:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:~:~Campus 	
1 
than two or three stops," he
added. 3718 WILMINGTON PIKE
Caucus did not make any I•
suggestions or decisions on theHappenings 	 I Open Every ~ighl Bui Sundamatter.Student Caucus would like to I
encourage students to use their Imonday, november 4 feedback centers located in the I 7:30 - 2:30 18 and Up
tunnels. Caucus meetings are Iphysics dept- -231 fawcett, 12: 15 pm seminar, "equilibrium
properties of a superfluid seperator for enriching 
each Thursday at 4:00 pm in the --_-Area's O.nly
concentration of helium three," dr thomas listerman, wsu 
Caucus office in the University I
geology dept-conference dining room b, university center, 
Center. I Quadraphonic; Night Club i9:00 am . 5:00 pm. symposium, "water well drilling." I
co-hosted by universal oil products johnson inc. also on We Want You To Join Our Church Must have proper attire to be admitted

tuesday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm. As An I CLIP THIS AD FOR FREE BEER

[One per customer] 

tuesday, november 5 	 Ordained Minister 
And Have The Rank Of L---------~-------Jspeech 131 - front entrance to millett, 9:00 am until sold

out. pretzel sale, proceeds to benefit happy time school for Dodor of Divinity

retarde children. 	 We ore 1 non-structured !11th , undenomination.I.

woth no traditional doctrine or dogma. Our fast
phi eta tau- 182 millett, 6:00 pm. regularly scheduled 	 growing church os actively -king ,_ ministersmeeting. 	 who beltew what - believe; All men are anmled 'tillage Inn f 	izza parlorto their own convictions; To -k truth their own
way , whatever it may be. no questions asked. /U a
minister of the church. you may :thursday, november 7 1. Stan your own church and apoly for IX·
emption from property and other taxa 2335 S. Smithville Rd.2. Perform marriages, baptism. funerals andcenter for law shcool advising-337 allyn, 1:00-4:00 pm. all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from some modes ofprofessor david benson will interview candidates for ohio transportation . some theaten, stores, hotels,

northern university college of law. anyone wishing to talk etc. Kettering - 254-6275
4. Seek draft exemption as One of our work·to him should contact center for law & graduate school 	 . ing missionaries. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Minister'sadvising ext 1275. credentials and licen9e. We also iuue Doctor of
eco-action- brehm lab, 2:30 pm. regular meeting. Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered and your Bring this ad in and receiveordination is recognized in all 50 states and mOltski club- -041 university center, 9:30 pm. regular meeting. 	 foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCH ­BOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD. FLORIDA 33023. 
$1.00 off any family pizza
Abortion Information 	Service 
50~ off any double pizza
VERY CLOSE TO AREA 
Draft Beer Game RoomAssisting .1 to 24 	Week Pregnancy 
Frosted MugsTerminated By Licensed Physicians 

Immediate Arrangements 

will he made with no hassel 
For your convenience open 	even on Sunday Momilg 
CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE-
216-631-1557 
Offer expires Nov 30, 1974 
--------------------------
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Review comes to WSU 

by Dan Kelley Broadcasting Service. The from a major news source. Since 
format of the show involves an the birth of the program almostThe Artist and Lecture series analysis of national happenings seven years ago there have beencontinues Sunday, November through panel discussion, giving some 90 guest panelists. () at 	 the Physical Education an air of informality which lends WWIR attempts to give an' ding 	with Washington Week itself to more interpretation of inside view of politicaleview. 	 This appearance will current affairs. Washington, with an emphasisure Paul Duke of NBC news, Paul Duke, NPACT's on the White House, Congress,r Lisagor of Chicago Daily correspondent for public the military, foreign affairs andCharles Cordray of the television, became moderator of the economy. The program istimore 	Sun, and Neil McNeil Week in Review in February. funded by a grant from the FordTime. Lisagor, McNeil, and Cordray are Foundation.ashington Week in Review is the regular panelists, and are The lecture will be at 8 pm, weekly program produced by joined each week by a fourth and is free.National Public Affairs 

nter for Television, and is 

itted by the Public 
 Haughey leaves 
caucus, election set 
by Gail Snyder to his constituency" because 
Haughey has missed so many 
Student Caucus repres.entative meetings. 
Thousands of Topics Jim Haughey is resigning from According to Harvey, after 
$2. 75 per page his caucus post due to prolonged Haughey submits his letter of 
Send fo r your up-to-date, illness. Haughey is expected to resignation, the Elections 
176-page, ma il o rder cata log submit his formal letter of Commission will hold an 
of 5500 to pics. Enclose resignation today, which would election. 
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2 make it effective Tuesday. "Students in Education will 
days deliv ery time). "I had quite a serious surgical have an opportunity to vote," 
operation a week ago last said Harvey. 
519 GLENROCK AVE. Tuesday," explained Haughey. Since Haughey was the Caucus 
SU ITE #203 "I have to withdraw from school representative for the College of 
LOS AN GELES, CA. 90024 this quarter." Education, only students 
Our materials are sold for Caucus chairer Robert Harvey enrolled in the College of 
research purposes only said he thought Haughey felt Education may vote for a new 
"that 	he cannot do just service representative. 
~~~1•'•'~:11~~ 
Carlin Audio Pledges : 
A. 	The Best Possible Components For 
Money 
B. 	 A Good · Time Buying Them 
C. 	 Careful, Quick, No-Hassle Servicing If 
Anything Ever Goes Wrong 
$619°0 
In Carl in Audios constant search to give our customers more 
s o und than they expect for I ess than they expected, we offer the 
f ollowing example of our efforts: 
The system begins with the SANSUI 661 stereo receiver that 
delivers over twenty-five watts of RMS power per channel and 
has a fantastic tuner section. We have included the ADVENT 
loudspeakers which wi 11 reproduce al I the music. To treat your 
records gently and smoothly, we have selected the new PE 3044 
automatic turntable which comes with a SHURE M-93E magnetic 
cartridge. This system normally sells for over $720, if the 
pieces are purchased individually, but only at GENE WHIPPS 
C ARLIN AUDIO, this music system is $619 and it comes with 
the ExclusiveFREE FIVE YEAR PROTECTIOf'l PLAN. Please 
audition this fine system at either location of GENE WHIPPS 
C ARLIN AUDIO, just across the bridge at 323 Salem Avenue 
a nd five blocks north of Dorothy Lane at 2520 Far Hi I ls Avenue. 
G ENE WHIPPS CARLIN AUDIO.... TELL US WE SENT YOU 
©
Gene WhiPP's 
carlin audio a323salem avci. 228·5196 2520 far hills 294·4423 . 	 . 
Ask Us! 

1 When will the student lounge in Allyn Hall open? What type of 
food will be provided? What else will be available? 
The student lounge will open by the end of November, barring any 
unforeseen problems. The snack bar in the lounge will serve soft 
drinks, coffee, tea, hot chocolate, bagels, yogurt, fresh fruit, ice 
cream products, and packaged snacks. The lounge will provide a 
relaxed atmosphere where students can meet with friends, play 
cards, and study. In addition, a classified lounge and offices fo r the 
Veterans Affairs clerk and counselors are to be located in this area. 
.. 2 I bombed my midterms, what are some alternatives available to 
m~ . . 
Tutors are available free of charge through Specfal Services, 
located in the University Division, 337 Allyn Hall. A tutor may be 
secured for any undergraduate course. Tutoring for many graduate 
courses may also be arranged. Students requesting tutors will be 
assigned one within three days of the request. 
Students may drop courses without a grade through Tuesday, 
November 26. Drop forms are available in and must be returned to 
the Registrar's Office. A fee of $5 is charged. 
3 Why do questions submitted to "Ask Us" have to be signed? 
At times, it may be necessary to contact the individual for 
clarification in order. for a question to be answered completely. In 
additio n, we wish to answer individually those questions which, 
because of space limitations, cannot be answered in the column. 
Rest assured-names will not be printed in the column and will be 
kept confidential. 
" Ask Us" will appear once each week . Questions fo r the column 
may be submitted to the Dean of Students Office in 111 Millett or 
placed in the Guardian box outside the Millet t cafeteria . All 
questions must be signed. Students should include their student 
numbers. Faculty and staff are welcome to submit questio ns also . 
Questio ns are researched and answered by the Dean of Students' 
staff. 
There will be a Red Cross 
Blood Mobile sponsored by a 
Speech 131 class to WSU Nov 
13. Donors will benefit from 
both group and individual 
plans. Call ext 316 to make 
an appointment or come to. 
the lobby of the PE building 
Nov 13. 
Can We 
Stop Inflation? 
· ~he _fed~ral g?vernment must bear the main responsibility for 
f1ghtmg mflation. But, one major area where Ohio must act is to 
pro tect the consumer's dollar. I propose t he creation of a 
Citizens task force on Consumer Problems in order to take a 
comprehensive and realistic look at this whole ·area and to make 
sure we get plenty of citizen input. 
·James S. Zehner, . 
Democrat for 63rd. District, 
State Representative 
We Have A Safe Alternative 

ABORTIONS PERFORMED UP TO 20 WEEKS 

By Licensed And Highly Qualified Obstetricians 

No Appointment Necessary For 

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 

All Women Treated With Dignity And Confidentiality 
Abortion Clinic of National Health Care Services 

Call - Toll Free 800-362-1452, Cleveland 

Guardian
INI N
~~~--~~--------/ ~ESI~~WRITERS
Vote Gilligan 
The Ohio Governor's race this year-offers
voters a rare opportunity to compare the re­
cords of both candidates while they held the
office.
On the basis of such a compar.i·s.on there
appears to be no question of which candidate
comes out ahead.
When he took over as Ohio's governor in
1971 John Gilligan found a state government in
shambles.
Public spending for essential services was
woefully low on a per capita basis. It was ~
SOth for public education. The state's mental fffa~
heal th facilities were a disg'race. Worker ~ p>J .cf'S
safety and environmental protection programs S d
were nil in the state. The state tax structure ny e comments
was incredibly regressive, and the public was
loaded with bonded indebtedness which was cost­
ing it more than paying for programs out of Americans expect too muchtax revenues would have. School districts all
over the state were closing for lack of money. "Mr M C, the envelope, please. left and. right. but climbing to a higher, more
The man who let the state government fall Thank you." Since they view the accepted palatable plane.
into such condition is now running against Man opens envelope and pulls politics of society with a view of It's sort of like a distortedout small sheet of paper. defeatism, they think the best conception of anarchy, but notGilligan under the slogan of 'bring back the "And the winner is ....." way out is to join an extremist quite, because I am notgood old days'. Ohio doesn't need those good Here the dream stops. Because group. advocating the removal ofold days or their proponent, James Rhodes. there is no winner, only losers in But let's face it, extremist political organization and order
It would be unfair to paint Rhodes' record that great parlor game called groups often have no great as a means of achieving the
American national elections.entirely black or Gilligan's entirely white. influence on political decisions. Great Society.Because this column is not The Vietnam War proved this. In other words, go ahead andOn balance, however, Gilligan's is not just about the Academy Awards or 	 It wasn't until middle America vote and become active in ansomewhat superior, it is far superior. He the Grammys. It's about that began to want out of Vietnam acceptable political organizationhas rationalized the state tax structure with myth Americans call an honest 	 that we really proceeded to if you so desire. But keep in
the first Ohio income tax, increased not only election. leave. And even then, Nixon mind the limitations and many
the amount of state aid to all forms of educ­
As Gabby Hayes once said to took his own damn good time injustices of the political system.
Gene Autry, "There ain't no about.it. And while you are doing that,ation, but the percentage of education expend­	 sech animal." So what is the answer? try to become aware of a trueritures coming from the state. He has shaken Americans expect too much If one can't have real faith in reality for yourself, a realityup Ohio government and made it begin to work out of their political leaders. any part of the political system, which is not bound by the
for people, not cronies. They expect a personified Abe and if one can't put on a mask frustrations of political
If the records of the candidates don't 
Lincoln to come stepping out of of indifference and apathy, what stagnation which is evident in all
the back woods of Illinois or the can one do when one sees the current political systems.offer sufficient contrast, even more is given 	 back jungles of New York City rampant corruption and the A reality which transcends theby their character. and give the people a chicken in inherent dishonesty of politics? problems of everyday life, and
Gilligan is a tough politician and at times every pot, not to mention pot in The answer is there is no one, enfolds you with an aura of
a dirty one. But, as his campaign literature 
every house. true answer. At least not one satisfaction, as close as you can
And when the politicians don't ·which will inevitably lead to thecontends, for the most part he has made his 	 approach it.deliver, the people either say the destruction of corruption and Perhaps then, the dream at themistakes ~p front for the people to see. Those hell with it, or they keep on dishonesty in politics. beginning of the article may bemistakes have been fairly few. pretending that their favorites I guess the best answer I know completed:
James Rhodes is a smoke-filled room poli ­ are still above corruption. of is to transcend politics ''A n d t he w inner is
tician in all the worst connotations of that 
Neither decision is good nor completely. This is a little bit Humanity."
palatable. 	 different from ignoring politicsdescription. He has a muddy record when it To say the hell with it is like the defeatist. Instead, it is Snyde Comments is a columncomes to personal and campaign finances, and defeatist. Doing nothing gets more like surpassing the field of by Tom Snyder, Guardian
has consistently refused to clear up many you nowhere. politics, recognizing it is there, editor.
disturbing questions about them. His campaign Yet to still have some kind ofblind faith, even if it is a faith instyle is an insult to voters. He swings into only a few politicians, ignorestown, makes political charges in the 'big 	 The Guardian is published twice-weekly at Wright State Universitythe reality of politics.lie' category, promises to prove them (which Every man may not have his 	
by students. Guardian opinions are those of tbe editorial board, not
neces.5arily the student body, faculty, administration, or thehe never does because he can't), makes as 	 price, but every politician does Guardian staff. Editorial columns are the opinions of the individualsmany pork barrel promises as he thinks will 	 have her or his price. Because who write them.
politics is so important
buy local voters (ala his $25 million for the 	 to Complaints against the Guardian may be addressed to our office ineveryone's life, it has becomenew medical school in his first six months 	 room 046 of the University Center or to the student publicationsrampant with every charlatan sub-committee of student affairs through the Dean of Studentsin office), and leaves forgetting abo~t the 	 who ever put on a black cloak. office. ·people he has j~st seen. 	 It is anathema to politics that Letters to the editor must be typed, double spaced, signed, and noorganized crime, specialThe final blow against James Rhodes from 	 longer than two typewritten pages.interests , and underhandedthe GUARDIAN'S point of view is his involvement 	 editor .. .. .... ......... .. ............ ......... tom snyder
businessmen shouldwith the 1970 Kent State massacre. 	 try to managing editor ............................. frank salsburg
influence and control politicalIf our readers don't remember, there was a decisions, especially those which 	
advertising manager ..........· . ............ ~ ..kathy campbell

associate editor .. . ..............................gary floyd
great amount of dissent in the US in the spring 	affect their special areas. co-business managers ............... pam place and spring white
of 1970, dissent which spilled all over Ohio, Politicians are people too, and news editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . gail snydercan become susceptible to thenot just Kent State. Rhodes' way of dealing 	 sports editor ........... ...... ............... dennis geehan
hard sell of these people.with it was inflammatory rhetoric and forced 	 copy editor .............................. ·..wayne wenning
However, a defeatist attitudeconfrontation, a policy which led directly to of extreme apathy can never 	
circulation manager ....................... .... .. sam latha!ll

photographers ...................... jeff hiles, charles willial115
the tragedy. Contradictory testimony recently 	 solve the corruption problem of tim kern, and hugh blackindicates he either ordered troops with live politics. A defeatist is just the artists .................. herman thompson and michael mattson
same as the person who viewsammunition to shoot to kill if necessary or 	 layout staff ......... ... . ......... terry st john and mike kern
politics with rose-colored glasses.lost control of the situation and let the 	 secretary .....................................jayne lynch
Both attempt to avert their eyes contributors . ....... .. . ............ united press internation~l,
national guard and its conunander run amok. 	 from the political reality. college press service, wsu communications, and wsu photographicThe GUARDIAN endorses John J Gilligan Defeatism is also, I think, a services
major motivating force behind
for Governor and urges all voters to vote 	 composition is done by wsu printing services and printing is bYsome people's turning tofor him tomorrow. extremist political groups, both 	
beavercreek news 
Preview of tomorrow's statewide.races 

Gilligan, Rhodes 
clash in long 
awaited match 
~ 
Perk running against . 
'national monument' -Glenn 
co-counsel for Lt William Calley,COLUMBUS (UPI)-The major against Glenn. "It's a little 
has pledged to "shake up theparty candidates for the US difficult to run against a national 
political parties," which heSenate seat from Ohio ardved at monument," observed Cuyahoga 
blames for interfering with thethe starting gate from different County Republican Chairman 
progress of the nation.directions. Robert Hughes. 
Kay is formerly state chairmanJohn H Glenn Jr, the former Glenn, a 5 3-year-old native of 
of the American Indenendent~~ronaut, was shelved by an New Concord , became a 
IDJury when he tried for the "national monument" in 1962 
Senate a decade ago. In 1970, he when he rocketed around the 
was the favorite but was beaten earth in a spaceship, the first 
in the Democratic primary. ., American to do so. 
Last year, he was shunned by Since then, he has been an 
~h~ party organization when he executive with Royal Crown 
111S!sted on making a third Cola Co, has gained a wealth of 
attempt. He won the primary political experience and has 
last May and is now a clearcut studied the issues thoroughly. 
favorite to win the election. He believes his background in 
Cleveland Mayor Ralph J Perk science and technology would 
had to be convinced to enter the stand him in good stead in the 
race b y the Republican Senate. 
~rganization last winter. At that Perk , 60, served five terms on 
~me, the popular mayor was Cleveland City Council before 
bought to be the proper becoming the first Republican PERK 
auditor in Cuyahoga County in Party. He ran for the Senate in
50 years. He was re-elected 1970, and for President in 1972. 
twice-the last time in 197 0 by Kathleen G Harroff, 43,
140 , 0 0 0 votes, the largest Bedford, is a member of the 
margin ever piled up by a Libertarian party running as an 
Republican in the county. She wasindependent. active in 
In 1971, Perk became Republican politics and founded 
Cleveland's first Republican a draft Goldwater committee 
mayor in 30 years. He was before leaving the party in 1964. 
re-elected last year with 61 per . Miss Ha rroff contends 
cent of the vote, although the government "has no right to 
regular Democratic candidate initiate force against . any other 
dropped out of the race and was human being. Government is the 
replaced near the end of the problem, it is not the solution," 
campaign. she says. 
GLENN There are two independent Ronald E Girkins is a public 
0PP<>nent for Sen Howard M candidates and two write-in accountant from Granville 
~etzenbaum, D-Ohio, who was candidates in the Senate contest. running as a write-in. He says 
VienW~ as the likely Democratic Richard B Kay, 56, a government has misused its 
onunee. Cleveland attorney, is running as power and if he is elected he will 
~erk won the R·epublican an independent seeking to work to "set up a political, 
"restore morality and integrityt rnary easily, but has found 

he going extremely rough to government." Kay, who was [Continued on p 7] 

COLUMBUS (UPI)-Ohio's 
gubernatorial contest this year is 
a long-awaited match between 
Gov John J Gilligan and former 
Gov James A Rhodes. 
GILLIGAN 
Gilligan, a 53-year-old 
Democrat from Cincinnati, 
roundly condemned the eight 
Rhodes years when he ran in 
1970. 
H~ claimed the Republicans 
had allowed Ohio to fall to 50th 
in the nation in nearly every 
category of state service. 
Rhodes, 65, and a vetf-?Ian of 
31 years of public employment, 
has been itching to get at 
Gilligan ever since he left office 
in January, 1971, the victime of 
a US Senate primary defeat and 
constitutional ban on seeking a 
third successive term . 
Both men earned their 
political spurs at the local level 
and worked their way up the 
ladders of their respective 
parties. 
A literature instructor at 
Xavier University, Gilligan was 
elected to Cincinnati City 
Council in 1953 and re-elected 
five times. In 1964, he won a 
seat in Congress, but was 
defeated two years later by 
Robert Taft Jr, now a US 
senator. 
Gilligan won a council seat 
again in 1967 and ran for the US 
Senate a year later, def eating 
Sen Frank J Lausche in the 
Democratic primary. But he was 
defeated in the general election 
by William B Saxbe, now US 
attorney general. 
Rhodes was a mem her of the 
Columbus Board of Education 
and city auditor before 
becoming mayor of the Capital 
city, a post he held for four 
terms. He won three terms as 
state auditor, losing an early bid 
for the governorship to Lausche 
in 1954. 
By 1962, Rhodes was really 
ready to run for governor, and 
was the first Republican elected 
to a four-year term, defeating 
Democratic Gov Michael V 
DiSalle. He won reelection by a 
landslide in 1966. 
Rhodes gained a reputation for 
putting together a vocational 
educ at i 0 n system and 
establishing technical and 
community colleges to reach 
more potential students. He also 
emphasized attracting industry 
t o Ohio, encouraging plant 
expansions and building 
highways. 
It was a Rhodes hallmark that 
individual and corporate taxes 
were among the lowest in the 
nation, and a favorite slogan that 
"Profit is Not a Dirty Word in 
Ohio." 
In 1971, Gilligan's first year in 
office, the General Assembly 
enacted an income tax, enabling 
appropriations for two years to 
be boosted from $6.2 billion 
under Rhodes' last budget to 
$8.1 billion. 
Education expenditures 
immediately jumped from $1.8 
billion to $2.3 billion, while 
welfare expenses went from 
$874 million to $1.4 billion. 
Growth of revenues, including 
those from the income tax, 
pushed the budget over the $10 
billion mark for the current 
fiscal period ending next June. 
Education expenditures are up 
over $2.7 billion, while welfare 
RHODES 
expenses are more than $2.6 
billion. 
It is these figures which have 
given Rhodes one of his major 
campaign themes-tl!at GiHigan 
has mishandled income tax 
revenues, spent too much on 
welfare and not enough on the 
schools. 
Rhodes complains that 
Gilligan has added 9,000 new 
state employees, many of them 
for public relations purposes, 
and has "driven business and 
industry out of the state,, 
through higher taxes and 
harassment. 
Gilligan views one of his signal 
accomplishments with the 
income tax money as boosting 
aid for mental health and 
retardation by $100 million in 
each of the last two budget 
periods. 
He also points out his 
administration has hiked aid to 
elementary and secondary 
schools by 51 per cent and made 
property tax rollbacks of $477 
million-10 percent on the 
average homeowner's tax bill. 
If elected, Rhodes has 
promised a wholesale cutback in 
state employees, particularly in 
public relations; a dismantling of 
the state Environmental 
Protection Agency EPA, which 
he accu·ses of pressuring 
industries and threatening jobs; 
and massive new aid for primary 
and secondary schools, including 
teacher pay hikes. 
He also has pledged to cut 
welfare costs by combining 
programs, create an Ohio River 
Port Authority, press for a coal 
[Continued on p 8 l 
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Hall cha lenges landmark 
COLUMBUS (UPI)-This . . . . .
year's contest for secretary of is httle l?arkmg, t~e vo~mg .ho~rs workers must be paid to staff 
state is a study in contrasts are restricted, reg1strat1on 1s hm- them. 
State Sen Tony p Hall. th~ ited , the sick and elderly are . ~l~ , Brown ~ays, _there is a 
32-year-old Democratic challe- hung ~p on red tape when at- hm1t to .the registration period 
nger, has never competed in a tem,~tmg to vote absentee bal- 5? poll hsts ~an be prepared in 
statewide general election lot. time for election day.
Secretary of State Ted w To correct the situation, Hall "We've made it just as easy as 
Brown. almost old enough to be wan t s t o implement door- yo~ can possibly make it to 
Hall's ~andfather at 68 has run to-door registration, with a register and vote," Brown said. 
in eight and won them ail . " bounty ., paid to deputy elec- ~he secret~ry of state claims 
Brown is a landmark in Ohio tion registrars for signing up he is resp~ns1ble for dr~fting 114 
Republican politics and has de- voters. ~hang~s m the elect1?n laws, 
veloped a remarkable consti- . He has also called for exten- mcl~dmg. bran~h o~f1ces for 
tuency of Democratic friends s1on of the voter registration r~~1strat10n, hberahzed pro­
over the years. deadlin to 10 days before the v1s1ons for absentee voters, and 
HALL BROWNHall however was a last- election instead ·of 30 days; extended registration and voting
minut~ entry b~ the adminis- registration in all 88 counties; hours. . erly investigate campaign financ- "We're going to keep on doing 
tration of Gov John J Gilligan in registration which lasts at least "~ur office is the ?est in the ing questions, particularly those the same kind of job we've 
this year's secretary of state four years without the registrant United States. accordmg t,? t~e raised against Republicans. always done," Brown said. 
race. He won endorsement of his voting. other se~;etaries of state, said He cites the "chicken lun- Hall, whose father Dave was 
party's executive committee He also wants a September Bro~n. T,hey look to us for cheon caper" in which James A longtime Republican mayor of 
only after five ballots. primary to cut the cost of cam- new ideas. Rhodes, the Republican guber- Dayton, served two terms in the 
Hall has made voluntary dis- paigning, and an extension of If re-elect~d ~e hopes to push natorial nominee , held a $25- Ohio House before his election 
closures of his net worth and polling hours from 7: 30 pm to for mo?ermzation of rules and per-box chicken lunch and raised to the Senate in 1972. 
released he personal income tax S: 30 or 9 pm. re~ulati~ns ~or corporation~, $158.000 last winter but failed Brown, who tried unsuc­
returns for three years. Brown Brown believes registration ~hich his offi~e oversees; re~i- to report the names of donors cessfully for the Republican
has declined 'to make disclosures and voting requirements have sion of the umform commercial who purchased more than one nomination to run for the U S 
beyond those required by law been made as easy as possible to co.de; ballot rotation as deter- ticket and thus exceeded the Senate in 1964, survived a 1958 
Brown claims his office h~ fulfill without going to tre- mmed_ b~ th~ Gene~1l. Asse~bl~; $25 limit for anonymity. Democratic landslide and is 
performed the best adminis- mendous expense. He points out ?nd ehm~na~1on of dirty tricks Brown counters that he has viewed as having the best chance 
tration and enforcement of elec- the longer the registration and m campaignmg; . . . fairly pursued cases against both of any Republican to withstand 
tion laws of any state in the polling places are open, the more One of Halls m~Jor issues IS Republicans and Democrats. another one. 
~~~o~o~!s ~gt~~~:nttos?nsc~~~~~ Three statetwhat Bl.rdownehas ,·fsailesdtuopreop-s 0 n ·~AccollNTING , AND 
registration and voting by com- ballot FINANCE MAJO_RS . 
mon people, adding that the 
COLUMBUS (UPI) -- Three imburse local governments for industrial -development revenue1972 presidential primary in Let us help you: 
statewide issues on the Novem­ the lost revenue from the ex­ bonds and guaranteed loans mayOhio had so many irregularities PLAN AHEAD 
ber 5 ballot are designed to open emptions. be used. loansit was, in the words of one The bonds or To Become a CPA
the way for the disabled, permit State Issue two repeals a would be paid off through oper­observer, "like an election in 
the sale of revenue bonds for section of the Ohio Constitution ation of the facilities or projects. THE BECKERParaguay." "The main issue of 
programs to preserve jobs and requmng the governor to No tax money could be used. CPA REVIEW COURSEthe 1974 campaign for secretary 
of state improve the environment, and appoint a superintendent of pub­ The Constitution now allowsis public disgust with 
lic works as a cabinet member. such financing for industrial and COLUMBUS 614-224-3290government and the people's in­ eliminate an outdated provision CINCINNATI 513-651-4487in the state Constitution. The state legislature last year commercial development, distri­herent right to vote ,: ' said Hall. CLEVE'_r\NO 216-696-0969 
' ;It 's plain to see that voting in State Issue one would allow placed the Department of Public bution and research, creating DAYTON 513-426-5087 
the Ohio General Assembly, Works under a new Department jobs and employment opportuni­Ohio is becoming more difficult 
Our Successful Students Representwhen it should l ng ago have after next January 1, to write a of Administrative Services, ties and improving the economic 

become easier," he continued . law extending homestead ex­ whose director is named by the welfare of Ohioans. 

"Voting is no prhilege. It is a emptions to permanently and governor subject to state Senate [Continued on p 8] 

right. Yet in most cities in this totally disabled homeowners. confirmation. 

Thus, the director of publicstate, poop\ are required to Homestead exemptions - re­
works is nor-egister downtown where there ductions in taxes on real estate - longer a cabinet 
officer and does not need to beare now available to residents 65 ------------· (§) crown Made Only in AmericaCHENEY . Wash (UPI) appointed by the governor.and older, earning $10,000 or - Eastern Washington State Col­ State Issue three expands theless per year.
lege student leaders have been list of purposes for which publicThe reductions, graduated ac­saved the trouble of trying to cording to income, can range as V€Qsat11£ ISdecide what to call a male home­ high as $5,000 on the propertycoming queen. tax bill of a person earning less
Four male students had sought than $2,000 a year.
the title of homecoming queen, For those earning between Thousands of Topics en1qyas1£or possibly homecoming person, $6,000 and $10,000 a year, the $2.75 per pagealong wfth nine coeds. reduction is $2,000 or 40 per Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
But the Associated Student mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
cent of their property valuation,Social Activities Committee at to cover postage (delivery time iswhichever is less.
the last minute ordered the 1 to 2 days).The state Taxation Depart­names of the four men removed RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.ment said that if a similar scale isfrom the ballot on grounds the 11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2enacted for disabled home­ LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025student constitution states only owners, it would cost the state (213) 477-8474 or 477-5493females are eligilbe to seek the about $500,000 a year to re- Our research material is sold for · title. research assistance only . 
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Improve frequency responsewith an IC150:r-------------------------~----~~~--~~, with bass and treble controlsPr oduce yo ur own ta pedd • •I I programs! Record from any of for each channel. 
Enhance stereo image with theI A m1ss1on I seven inputs: 2 phono, 2 tape, 
IC150's exclusive panorama1 tuner, 2 auxiliary (tapeI I control.player, casette deck, guitar,I Wright State U.niversity Special Coupon 1 microphone, etc.) Record two copies of a 
program at once, and monitorClean up record scratch, tape 
source and tape for each.hiss and turntable rumble with 
Correct p ing-pong effect forfilters which scarcely alter! 50¢ Off per person ! 
more enjoyable headphoneI program mater ial.I listen ing.I Coupon good any Wed or Thurs thru Nov 28, 1974 1 
1 The IC150 performs all t hese func-

I 1 tions and more with lower distortion

I This coupon means free admission on Thursdays and I and noise than w other preamplifier.
I I This combination of clean sound

I 50¢ off on Wednesday's Drink and Drown I and versatility cannot be bought any­1 where else for less than $600. But you
I I · can buy _it for only $349 at 

1 ''Da~n's only Boogie Palace'' 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
II THE PLACE TO BE! e Proper Attire !1 P ROFOUND Sou·ND 
• & ID Required 1 6ssouTHMAINsT 
HRS: Mon thru Fri 1 to 91 Saturday 12 to 51 
Centerville, Ohio _._______________________________________1 FOREST PARK SHOPPING CENTER, OF F RIVERSI DE DR IV E, OR OFF 4300 BLOCK N MAIN ST, I l Block South of Closed Wed & Sun
1 LOOK FOR T H E SIGNS, EASY TO GET TO FROM ANY DIRECTION ! I 725 and Franklin St. 
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Cele battling · 

COLUMBUS (UPI)-The man at New Delhi under Ambassador 
fbo defeated the "name" game Chester Bowles and campaigned 
in last May's Democratic ior all three Kennedy brothers. 
prilllllY is now going after one Brown was a member of the 
of the biggest names of all in Ohio Highway Patrol, served in 
Ohio politics. the Coast Guard, purchased an 
Rep Richard F Celeste, whose appliance store in Medina and 
own political stock has risen was elected mayor of Medina 
meteorically in the last four twice before becoming lieu­
,ears, is challenging veteran tenant governor. 
.... ~-
Republican Lt Gov John W 
Brown, who had held the office 
for 16 years. 
Celeste, 36, came into the 
Ohio House four years ago and 
quickly established himself as a 
potential star. He received the 
nod from Gov John J Gilligan to 
be the governor's runningmate 
lbi year and beat a quartet of 
Democrats with well-known 
names like J W Brown, William 
O'Neill, Anthony Calabrese and 
Robert Sweeney. 
Now he's running against the 
real John Brown, at 60 a tireless 
campaign er who enjoys 
iumping the state and is highly 
popular in conservative areas. CELESTEThe differences between the 

two candidates are staggering. 
 Elected lieutenant governor m 
Celeste, son of former stepped into the1952, Brown 
Lakewood Mayor Frank Celeste, governor's office for 11 days in 
dlclosed his net worth last year 1957 after then-Gov Frank J 
i $378,000-much of it from Lausche was elected to the US 
!bares in his father's housing Senate and before . C William 

development corporation. O'Neill took over as governor.

Brown, while declining to issue Last year, Brown declared he 

financial statements, came up 
 would .run for the US Senate 
the hard way during . the seat vacated by William B Saxbe. 
Depres.5ion, working as a dental He later backed out for personal
technician, short-order cook, and political reasons. 

theater usher and pharmacist's 
 Gilligan named Howard M 
helper. Metzenbaum to the seat for an 
Celeste, a magna cum laude interim term, and the state party
graduate of Yale University, was felt Cleveland Mayor Ralph J 
Phi Beta Kappa and a Rhodes Perk would be the best 
SehQJar at Oxford University. candidate against an incumbent 
Brown went to school in Metzenbaum. 
Athens and Fairfield counties in When Celeste came to the 
Ohio and graduated from Ohio House, he quickly gained
Lancaster High School. He had recognition as one of the top
nocollege education. freshmen in the Democratic 
Celeste was in the Peace Corps, caucus. In 1972, he was chosen 
served in the US Foreign Service to head the Cuyahoga County 
Perk battling Glerin 

!Continued from p 5] Glenn also would encourage · 
~ocfal, economic and expansion and production 
lllternational democracy." capacity of industry, enforce 
John O'Neill, a member of the anti-trust laws to prevent excess 
Socialist Labor party, also is profits and use the federal 
!Unning as a write-in. He is a government as a stand-by 
Cll'penter from the Cleveland employer for workers affected 
by anti-inflationary measures.Ilea Who built a hospital for the 
On energy, Perk recommendschronically ill. He believes the 
· strong conservation plans thattonomic base of the country 
would reward citizens andshould be revised to eliminate 
~he evil-breeding aspects of industries for saving. He also 
capitalism.'' . favors an increase in federal aid 
Pert and Glenn have spoken for mass transit, a relaxation in 
~ut with emphasis on two major environmental controls and a 
l!sues, inflation and energy. look toward hydroelectric power 
Perk proposes .to curb inflation and nuclear energy as fuel 
~ bal~ncing the federal budget. sources. 
e cites his experience as Glenn agrees that conservation 
'Uditor and mayor, where he is the key to solving the energy 
clai111s to have balanced problems. He favors a selective 
C~e.veland 's budget ithout cutback in pollution controls to 
~ taxes despite inheriting a allow continued use of Ohio 
' .2 million deficit.27 coal, and further research for 
Perl[ would cut federal practical alternative power
1Pending by reducing sources. 
~strative costs, and he says 
. COuld cut the defense budget

~bout jeopardizing national 

~curity. The mayor also 

~dicates he would advocate 

Ucing foreign aid. 
Glenn has come out with a 

~n-point program to combat 

~tion. He woula end deficit 

,e er•I spending, encourage 

11~~nded food production, 

~te tax loopholes and 

~litlS, and institute planning 

t adequate supplies of en~rgy 

1'11oi:aable ptjces. 
rown & name game 

Democratic delegation, largest in .had nothing to -do and spent has risen from $6,000 a year in · 
the legislature. much of his time acrosss the 1953 to $17 ,000 now and 
When his party took control of street at Investors Heritage Life $30,000 next year, "I've given
the House last year, Celeste was Insurance Co of which he is full participation to a part-time
given the post of Democratic president. job."
whip. He became leadership's "We need a lieutenant He says he spends about 
liaison with the governor's staff, governor who can and will assist one-third of his time at his 
and was instrumental in the governor in managing the insurance company and "whole­
negotiating an ethics bill for substantial business of this state, heartedly" agrees the office of 
public officials and employees. who will serve as his strong right lieutenant governor will be a 
A liberal by nature, Celeste full-time job when the salary
steered major legislation on goes up in January.
public pension and Medicaid Nor has the job gone to waste
reforms through the General under him, Brown says. He has
Assembly, and got a · served on the Governor's 
controversial house-to-house Commission on In terstate 
voter registration bill through Cooperation, pushed through
the House before it was buried legislation filling gaps left by the 
in the Republican-controlled Constitution relating to his
Senate. duties; headed an energy task 
Celeste's role as top negotiator force and attended cabinet 
on the campaign financing bill meetings under former Gov 
this year earned him a hero's James A Rhodes. 
praise from the governor. Brown said if he is re-elected 
These actions and with a friendly governor, he 
commendations have fueled the to awants be "secretariat" to 
fire for Brown, who is used to the governor, conducting cabinet 
conducting a folksy campaign in meetings and furnishing a daily
rural Ohio in his camper with BROWN report of activities of each state 
little stiff opposition. agency. He said he has discussed 
This time, Brown is in the race hand," says Celeste. these possibilities with Rhodes, 
of his political life. Celeste has The Democrat adds that he and "there's not going to be any 
the backing of the Gilligan would take the lead in problem." 
political machine and also has m 0 de r n i z i n g th e O hi o If he can get it through a 
developed his own campaign Constitution, advocate reforms friendly legislature, Brown said, 
)rganization, regarded as one of in state government procedures he'd like to have his duties 
; he hardest-working and defined to allow hime to takebest-financed in the state. and push for broader authority charge of industrial developmentCeleste has criticized Brown's for county government. and tourism. r 0 le as ''inactive and Brown argues that despite the 
fact that the salary of his officeceremonial," complained that he • 
Pleasant cha I lenger opposes 
pleasant incumbent for treasurer 
COLUMBUS UPI-Richard H Consequently, Harris was auto- That her investment policies
Harris is a pleasant, good- matically nominated when he have earned more than $200 
looking, 42-year-old legal aide stepped forward. He's been ruo- million in interest for the state 
from Wauseon. He wants to be ning, or rather walking, ever since she took office, "without 
state treasurer, but he has a since. the loss of a single cent of 
problem. Harris' campaign gimmick has taxpayers' money."
Harris' opponent is a pleasant, been to walk counter-clockwise "During fiscal year 197 3-74, 
good-looking lady of 65 going around the perimeter of Ohio, we earned more than $74 mil­
on 55. She already is state trea- making inland side trips to let lion through sound investment 
surer, and she has a powerful the voters get a look at him. is everpolicy which the most 
political name and a well- He started in Toledo June 14 made in the history of the of­
organized and well-financed and has gone than 900more fice," she said. 
Democratic party to back her miles. He is now west of Cleve­ Mrs Donahey claims to have 
re-election bid. She's Gertrude W land and is due back in Toledo changed operations to speed the 
Donahey. by election day. Harris was twice processing of daily receipts. She 
overcome by heat exhaustion also says she has maintained her 
and ran into a snowstorm in the personnel level despite a dou­
Cleveland area. bling workload, returning more 
Harris, who attended Bowling than $400,000 in unused budget
Green State University and Defi­ money to the state. 
ance College, served as an admin ­ Mrs Donahey is the widow of 
istrator with the state bureau of John W Donahey, a former lieu_­
workmen's compensation for 11 
years in Toledo, Youngstown, 
Cincinnati and Cleveland. 
He has issued a six point pro­
posal for modernizing the trea~ 
surer's office: 
-Credit interest earned from 
state funds to the purpose from 
which the money was derived, 
not just the general revenue 
' fund. 
-Report the financial status ofHARRIS the state on a daily basis. 
For Harris, running against Mrs -Earn high interest rates for 

Donahey' is like running against the state by placing all available 

grandmother. And she has made funds in inactive deposits in 

few mistakes to make it easier Ohio banks. 

for him. -Change the !aw to forbid the 

Mrs Donahey rode into office treasurer to invest in commercial DONAHEYfour years ago as Democrats paper. 

swept out the Statehouse in the -Make the information readily 
 tenant governor. Her father­wake of the state loan scandal, available to other governmental in-law, the late Vic Donahey,which began in the treasurer's agencies. was a governor and U S senatoroffice controlled by a Repub­ -Combine county and munici­ from Ohio.lican. pal funds for investment to guar­
Prospective young GOP state­ antee a greater rate of return. 

wide office hopefuls, many of Mrs Donahey notes that she 

them in the legislature, turned drastically reduced the amount 

their backs on the treasurer's of "commercial paper"­
race when it came time to make sh or t-te rm, high-interest 

up a slate of candidates late last loans-in which the state was 

year. - investing in 1970. · 
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Famous 'names' conte d
COLUMBUS (UPI)-An Tracy, 35, has proposed a ouer the auditor's office from
election for state auditor in Ohio six-point program to implement Republican Roger Cloud in
is usually like a fight betw~n if he is elected. The main point 1971.
the Hatfields and the McCoys, is performance auditing-looking "Everybody was having a good
and this year is no exception. beyond book-balancing and time with taxpayers' money,"
The Fergusons and the Tracys finding out if government Ferguson said of the Cloud
are going at it again to see who programs are doing the job for administration. "They were
will be Ohio's fiscal watchdog which they were designed. engineering and covering up the
for the next four years. Fe~uson agr~s wrth llie greatest scandal in the history of
For 38 of the last 54 years, a concept of performance auditing Ohio. They were having a grand
Ferguson or Tracy has held the and says his father's office has old party at your expense."
position. The current auditor, been doing it on a limited basis. For the record, the state loan
82-year-old Joseph T Ferguson, But he notes the General scandal of 1970 to which
is finally retiring and hoping to 	 Assembly has made it difficult Ferguson refers was basically in TRACEY FERGUSONturn things over ·to his son, 	 by failing to furnish money for the treasurer's office. Although
Deputy Auditor Thomas E additional manpower. Cloud received a questionable father was auditor once before. accounting supervisor for Ford
Ferguson. Tracy also· .proposes a campaign contribution, he He also was a regional export Motor Co, Lima.
"Jumpin' Joe" Ferguson has constitutional · amendment to returned it and quickly ordered marketing manager with the U S Ferguson is a graduate of Ohio
already defeated the father and change the election of auditor an investigation of the situation. Commerce Department. Prior to Northern University and Ohio
grand father of the current back to even-numbered years in Tracy was never touched by the that, he was a systems analyst State University School of
Republican nomin e, Roger W business administration.which the governor is not scandal. for a stock and securities
Tracy Jr. In fact, he defeated elected. He says this would set Ferguson claims his father has investment firm; Assistant state Tracy, a stat repre entative
young Tracy for good measure the important fiscal office apart taken politics out of the treasurer under his father; a tax 
for four years, is a graduate of
in 1970. from the others. auditor's office and replaced it consultant for H R Block Co; 
Miami University with a law
Joe's ons, Tom, 45, has been 	 Tracy also has proposed hiring with efficiency, completing office manager for Royal McBee 
degree from 0 hio Sta te
waiting in the wings since July, 	 University. He is an attorney andcertified public accountants for more than 8,000 audits and Corp; and insurance agent for
1973 when he joined the top-level p.ositions; setting up a recovering some $3.8 million for Allstate Insurance Co; and cost 
counsel for the County
auditor's staff to direct traffic special office to supply the state. 
Treasurer s Association of Ohio.
while his father was ill. bipartisan fiscal information to In addition, Ferguson said, theThomas Ferguson claims he is the legislature; eliminating a Gilligan, Rhodes clasoffice recovered $488,000 inbest qualified for 	 backlog of audits;auditor 	 and illegal welfare medicaidbecause of more than 20 years' 	 establishing a local government payments [Continued from p 5] She proposes free tuition atand denied $6.9experience in business and services office to help local 	 state universities, abolition ofmi 11 ion worth of other 	 conversion demonstration plantgovernment. auditors. 	 the Board of Regents,He was district 	 payments. in Belmont County, build $69 blackdirector of the U S Department Ferguson contends his father's 	 studies in high schools and grade"Tom is going to make sure million worth of highways andof Commerce in Cincinnati office has kept up with audits; things are done promptly," said bridges and make a $30 million 	 schools and a government run byworking people.before coming to Columbus. 	 issued reports on a "fair, honest a Ferguson spokesman. "He is Cleveland port improvement.Tracy maintains the Fergusons and impartial basis;" and going to do the things his father Gilligan has indicated he canhave filled the office with high 	 delivered necessary information did when he was younger." operate the state on the currentsalaried political operatives. He 	 to the General Assembly. Ferguson worked 3 issuesas an revenue structure and stillpromises to professionalize the He maintains his father had to examiner checking hospitals and 	 expand some programs. He hasoffice. start from scratch after taking 	 [Continued from p 6]welfare payments when his 	 in mind a boost in higher
education aid, revision of the New projects qualifying tor
public school subsidy formula the finan ing would be the pres·
and improvement of health care ervation of existing jobs; controlCOLUMBUS (UPI)-The main counsel to do legal work across to state and local authorities," services. 
Money big attorney general issue 
of air, water, and thermal pol· issue in the campaign for state 0 hio at the county level, Smith says. "He's not getting the Gilligan's package is expected lution; and disposal of solidattorney general is money. compared with $34,000 when he basics done." to cost about $500 million, but waste.
George C Smith, the took office. Furthermore, adds But Brown replies that legal he claims growth in existing Also, the present ConstitutionRepublican nominee, says Ohio 	 Smith, these special attorneys opinions under his predcessor taxes will take care of it. forbids state revenue bondcannot afford his Democratic have returned the favor by were "haphazard" and of poor A third candidate, Nancy B financing for providing gas oropponent, Attorney General helping Brown build a $232,000 quality. Lazar of the Socialist Workers utility service to the public.William J Brown. Brown says campaign war chest. If re-elected, Brown promises party, is on the ballot. 	 Under the amendment, this sec·0 hio cannot afford to be Smith says he could cut the to b~f up consumer protection Lazar, 23, attended Antioch tion would be waived for con·without him. office budget by $1 million in laws, seek tough drug abuse College in Yellow Springs and is struction of gas and electric fa·A Lisbon attorney, legislation, expandBrown 90 days, mainly by chopping the law past coordinator of the cilities for pollution control or
burst upon the statewide payroll. 0 ne unnecessary enforcement functions, revamp Cleveland Area Peace Action waste disposal. The bonds forpolitical scene four years ago by expenditure, according to the Ohio's rape statutes and improve Coalition and the Cleveland such projects would be financedupsetting the party organization Col um bus prosecutor, is compensation for crime victims. Abortion Project Coalition. through utility rates.candidate in the Democratic $200,000 a year for a public
primary. He walked into office relations staff of 11.
from there as his Republican For Brown, his record is his
opponent, state Treasurer John mo nu rnent, and he cannot FirestoneD Herbert, had been implicated understa nd objections to

in the Statehouse loan scandal. spending money. He maintains

Now 34 , Brown has claimed to his office returns more money to

be the youngest attorney general the people than it spends. Stores

in the United States. No For example, Brown says

shrinking violet, he has also anti-trust actions against major

claimed he is one of the best. companies have returned more 
 Airway. Shopping CenterPolls show Brown leading than $5 million to the people.

Smith by a wide margin, and Some $15 million in charitable
political observers believe if he trust funds abs b~n released
wins big, he will be in ideal through Brown's legal action for
position for a run at 
 the hospital construction and othergovernorship in 1978. charitable purposes, he says.Smith, 39, is no stranger to the Brown contends he has Tires, batteries 	 accesso r1es
. 
attorney general's office, having brought major water polluters toserved as an assistant to William their knees; wiped out consumerB Saxbe in 1964. He now boasts frauds and crimes; enforced civilfour years' experience as rights laws; and boosted state
prosecutor for Franklin County, 
 Philco, Speed Queencrime-fighting capabilities to athe 17th largest jurisdiction in 90 per cent conviction rate.the country. "Ohio cannot afford William JBrown believes he has shaken Brown," argues Smith, claimingup the attorney general's office Fridigaire and Sylvania ProductsBrown has cost the taxpayers anto make it work for the people. additional $5.2 million through
He calls himself "the people's misguided legal decisions.

lawyer" and says when he came Smith says Brown's office

to Columbus he "entered a cozy ''bungled" the potential

little law office that was sl~ping recovery of $2 million alone in 

Wright State Student
its way into oblivion." Four Seasons Nursing Centers of

Smith complains that most of America case-a loss of $4

the progress made by Brown was million in loans by the state in

in "headline-grabbing," and 1970. 

and Employee Di~count
points out that under Borwn, Moreover, Smith contends, the

the office budget ballooned average number of legal opinions

from $6.6 million to $18.8 issued by Brown's office in a 
10% on all tires 15% on all service work

million and the payroll went year has dropped from 172 to

from 245 employees to 636. 111. 9-9 Daily 8-5 Sat

Smith also says Brown is "The Number 1 function of

paying $390,000 for special the office is to give legal advice 253-8168 

The switching in itself is not 
November 4, 1974 GUARDIAN 9· 	 very significant, except that it 
indicates the Ford 
administration may be inching 
away from the agreement made 
by its discredited predecessor. 
Moreover, the authorization was 
made in secret, reaching light of Voices
Ron Hendren 	 day only through a leak to the 
New York Times. 	 from the 
IN W ASHtNGTON Congress should act, and act 

by Ron Hendren a high school dance. Nothing 
soon, to define proper limits for wilderness 

any National Crime Information
serious, no charge, but the police
If the Justice department and 	 center, lest Big Brother reachwrite up a report. When you son
the FBI get their way, the traffic 	 into our private lives at a timeapplies for a job five years later 	 computed at 22% of thetickets you forgot two 	 when our attention is focusedto pay will this "arrest" pop out of a 	 previous academic year salary. Insummers ago may prevent you 	 primarily upon inflationcomputer? Under the proposed 	 this case 22% ofit was myfrom getting a new job. This 	 reaching into our pocketbooks.Nation Crime Information 	 academic salary in 1973-74.shocking conclusion emerges center, it's not supposed to. But Note that a chairman in S&Ehom a recent indication that the no one can guarantee it won't. 	 earns this 22% only if he worksJustice Department is pushing The FBI's new data bank is far 	 as chairman during the summer.behind the scenes for a National from a fait accompli. At last SCOTTSDALE, Ariz (UPI)­ To the editor: 	 In that respect this is like anyCrime Information center, an March's congressional hearings William Osco had a dispute over Regarding my salary published other teaching that ourummeridea left over from the Nixon the Nixon administation and the repair bill on his car so the in the Guardian, dated October faculty does at Wright State. rdministration. Congress seemed to reach an vehicle was put in an impound 28, the true story is as follows: A faculty member t aching'lbe proposed Center is an FBI informal agreement: the former lot pending settlement. Academic Base Salary (9 mo) full-time in summer at WS Ucomputer which would store would take no action until the On Wednesday, police said, $21,320. 	 earns 33% of his academic yearinformation about every legislative branch enacted Osco, of Beverly Hills, Calif be· Administrative Stipend (9 mo) salary. In the Mathematicindividual wanted by the police specific, stringent safeguards to came a "little upset" to find the $750. 	 Department no one earned 33%for whatever infraction at every prevent abuses like those car missing. 	 Summer Adademic Base but those who wanted to dolewl of law enforcement. The described above. Police said thieves apparently $4,349.pupose behind this data bank is But now there is reason for hot-wired Osco's car after prying Summer Administrative Basedeceptively simple. Most crimes concern. Congress, as you might a gate from its hinges at the lot. $250.n committed by repeaters, and expect, has been slow to act, and Now nobody knows the TOTAL $26,669. 	 onelllOllt criminals bounce skillfully the Jy tice department recently whereabouts of Osco's luxury The summer academic basefrom one jurisdiction to another. authorized the _FBI to begin car-a $28,000 Rolls-Royce Sil­ salary was for the summer of'nlerefore, why not let the FBI ''limited message switching." ver Shadow. 	 1974. This base salary ispk an available information 
llld provide it to local police 
departments upon request? 
'l\en, for example, if the St 
Louis police are interrogating 
John Doe on suspicion of 
burglary, they .can know straight 
away whether he ever robbed 
anyone in New York City. 
Make sense? Yes, argued FBI 
Director Clarence M Kelley last 
March when he sought 
congressional funding for the­
crime data bank. It would, he 
said, make police work "more 
efrtcient." 
North Carolina Senator Sam 
Ervin, Jr (D), whose Judiciary 
Subcommittee on Constitutional 
Rights questioned Kelley, 
disagreed. "For one man to have 
oontrol of crime data might be 
respect the FBI and admire the 
improvements made under 
Director Kelley, Ervin is right. If 
we've learned one thing from the 
Watergate mess, it is that given 
loo much power public officials 
will tend to chip away at 
!lel'Sonal liberties. Occasionally, 
o~ of the . guises for this 
chipping is "crime prevention." 
Let's say, for example, that 
two summers ago while 
vacationing in Florida you 
teeeived three parking tickets 
and forgot to pay them. You 
broke the law. This fact would 
go into the FBI data bank. Now 
You are applying for a new job 
and unknown to you your 
potential employer has an 
lllformal agreement with the Editor suspended for publishing controversial Jett rlocal police to keep 

"undesirables" out of town (this 
 (CPS)-A hastily reconstituted and generally elitist attitude on The letter was followed by an script staff, for that matter."actually occurred with the publications board has voted to the part of most black stu­ editor's note written by Tran­The following day, the Afro­~s City crime data bank suspend the editor of the dents," and describing black script editor Marguaret Peterson Ameri can Student Uni onID.itiated while Kelley was police A uraria Transcript at Metro studies as "nine-week bitch ses­ which stated that the letter (AASU) sent a letter to Dean ofChief there). Presto, your State College in Denver, for pub­ sions that harass white students "scores some valid points," but Student Services Ed wardpotential employer is told there lishing an anonymous letter criti­ intodropping." The letter con­ was weakened by "gross general­ Schenck attacking Peterson foris a Florida "warrant" cal of the school's black studies cluded by saying "I thought ities." The note concluded with "allowing reactionary White outstanding against you. Hooray program. 	 everyone realized that prejudice a disclaimer that the letter Racist views to de st royfor efficient police work, but The conflict began when the was no good" and stating that "doesn't necessarily reflect the the .. .integrity of Black too bad for your new job. Transcript published a letter the letter was unsigned "out of views of MSC students, faculty people . ..and in particular the . Or let's say that your son is critical of the "hostile, snobbish, an honest fear of reprisal." or administrators-or the Tran- Black students who _attendlllvolved in a minor scuffle after Metropolitan State College." 
9or• I've just seen Cirrhosis Nope."Terminal I have Amazing! No... They recommended that steps 
mg dOctor,Gort, cl? th' FatAl! That's okay, 872 lfou must I have /em be taken to "term inate 
<il'look at'\d he gave tne, l iver'? but ~hat /dis pizza parlour have 'em all O\ler Marguaret Peterson" as Tran­
~!~ied, SOttte bad news . me is that he locations'! all over my pa\ace. scripteditor. •
~hus. 	 told me t.o sell out th' whole Dean Schenck met with Metro111g pizza chait1'!! 	 WOl"/d.' 
College President James Palmer, 
and they decided that the matter 
should be turned over to the 
Board of Publications and Public 
Information (BOPPI). 
BOPPI met for three hours and 
voted to suspend Peterson for 
the rest of the fall quarter for a 
"bad error in judgement." 
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Kappa-AMS battle to draw 

Jim Simon and Zeke Kulhanek won the doubles tournament. 
UCB paddle tourney 

The event may not have re­
solved the political tensions of 
the world and it probably 
brought no more publicity than 
a campus bake sale, but the 
University Center Board's Ping 
Pong Tournament Saturday did 
decide Wright State University's 
little round ball champs. 
The tournament sponsored 
annually by UCB was designed 
to select players who will repre­
sent WSU at the Invitational 
Table Tennis Tournament to be 
held at the University of 
Cincinnati November 23-24. 
The women's singles repre· 
sentat ive will be Diane Turnbull 
who captured the females' t itle 
by default with no opposition. 
Winning the mens' singles ti tle 
was Tim Humphrey who was 
f ollowed c losely by Ze~e 
Kulhanek. Kulhanek reversed 
th e fi nish in the doubles event as 
he teamed with Jim Simon to 
win that event. Humphrey and 
Larry Hensley placed second in 
the men's doubles. 
No representatives have been 
selected to play in the women's 
doubles event at UC since 
Turnbull was the lone female 
entry. "Maybe later we can gat a 
team together," said Carol 
Montgomery, UCB's Director of 
Tournaments. "One other 
woman did sign up to compete 
but she didn't show." 
Action in the WSU mini­
tourney was fast and racuous in 
the University Center's Game 
Room and Enrichment center. 
"I was really impres.sed ," 
Montgomery added. "People 
were hitting the ball near the 
floor and the walls. I didn't 
know ping-pong was that excit ­
ing. " 
The UCB tournament is not 
related to the WSU Intramural 
Table Tennis Tournament con­
ducted October 28 and Novem­
ber 11 by the Athletic 
Department. 
~RAINBOW~ 

SILKSCREENING PRODUCTIONS 

* Silkscreen Shirts * Sweatershirts 
*Jackets 

--- You Name It, We Print lt·-- ­
1051 linden Ave. Dayton. 
429-1604 254-0422 
'ANTIBODY 

BFAUTIFUL 

OONTEST 

Other prizes: T-Shi rts D Dinner for Two D Concert Tickets 
D Theater Tickets D Frisbees D Gift Certificates 
D Enter anyt ime. Drawings for all prizes once every month . 

D Donate plasma 6 times in 4 weeks to become eligible . 

D Earn $10 per donation win or lose. 

D Ccme in for complete details. 

~bloodalliance 
165 Helena Street• Phone 224-1973 
IFormerly Dayton 81olog1cals) 
by Dave Stickel "We are an inexperienced team 
with a lot of youth," said Coach 
evened the score at 2-2 in the 
first down department with 
Dori Johnson of the Kappa Ken Tisor of AAAS. Tisor's 'goal-to-goal' for the victory. 
Weinersnitzels may not. be the words were verified as on second Sue Fish then caught a short 
most graceful women's touch down AAAS went to the air and · pass on the 5-yard line from 
football player, but she certainly blew the ball game. quarterback, Johnson and the 
is tough in the clutch, as the The pass went awry of the Weinersnitzels scrambled to the 
AAAS found out when Johnson receiver as Johnson cut acros.s line of scrimmage in bedlam 
ruptured their last hope of the middle of the field to · trying to starve the clock . 
victory Wednesday. intercept the pas.s and return the Betsy Fish then ran an 
The game ended in a 0-0 tie ball to the 20-yard line. With the out-pattern in the end zone and 
due to Johnson's heroics in the clock ticking away and les.s than Johnson lofted the pigskin 
last two minutes of the battle. two minutes remaining in the goalward. Fish extended her 
AAAS led in the first down game, Johnson called upon the arms over the head to haul the 
department 2-1 and pos.ses.sed 
the football. With both teams 
exhausting their time outs, it 
was just a manner of AAAS 
running the clock dry. 
Fish sisters. 
Betsy Fish spun loose in the 
AAAS secondary as Johnson 
fired a bullet to her receiver at 
the 10-yard line. The pas.s 
pass in for an a pparent 
touchdown and victory. But the 
official time had expired before 
the snap of the ball as the game . 
[Continued on p 11] 
, Classified Ads 

ROOMS 
LOOKING FOR small apart­
ment in Yellow Springs. Will 
take over lease. Have small dog. 
Needed immediately. Call Pam 
at 277-4506. 
NEED ROOMMATE to share 4 
bedroom house in Fairborn. $50 
month + utilities. Friendly 
eighborhood. Female or male. 
all 878-5205 after 7:00, or 
ark ext 671. 
TWO FEMALES need third 
roommate - to share duplex in 
north Dayton. $47 a month + 
one-third of utilities. Liperal 
atmosphere. Good deal! Call 
254-4179 or 1-325-2274. 
MALE NEEDS roommate for 
apartment $6.0 a month or $15 a 
- ~·eek plus electricity and phone 
0n Wayne Ave. Call 256-3232. 
ANTED: SERIOUS-minded, 
ositive-thinking and together 
rother to share spacious two­
edroom ·apartment only a five 
inute walk from your classes. 
partment is clean, quiet and 
odest. Excellent atmosphere 
or studying and living. If you 
ish we can spli t the living 
xpeases or we may deal with 
hem separately. $90/month + 
20-$25 for elec. and phone. 
table income and one year's 
esidency are preferred. Call 
26-2586 (after 10 pm) or 
26-6650 ext 134 3. Ask for 
illiam. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted 
to share houses. Call 275-9570 
after 7 pm 
FEMALE WANTED to share 
apartment expenses beginning 
inter quarter. If interested call 
2 6-6680 ext 503 or call 
usanne at 426-9115. Leave 
ome and phone number if not 
n. 
HELP WANTED 
WORK STUDY 
Clerical Assistant , $1.90/hour, 
must have typing skills. 
Clerical Assistant 
1.90-2.15/hour, must be a good 
typist, filing, must be responsi­
ble, have good public relations, 
maturity. 
Administrative Aide, 
$1.90/hour, must be reliable. 
EGULAR OPENINGS 
Clerical Assistant, $1.90/hour, 
need typing skills. 
Clerical As.sfatant, $1.65/hour, 
need to be a ood worker. 
TICKET FOR Grand Old<;alesperson, 15% commission 
Oprey UD Arena Sunday Dec~nd travel expenses, no experi­
:nce. 15. Whole family ticket cost $1 
sell for $8 Anytime 233-6231 
Grader, $1.90/hour, must have MAMIYA-SEKOR 1000 DTLhad Calculus. Built in light meter. 55 mm 1. 
lens $110 Case $10 277-8645.Staff Reporter, $10-15/per week 
(R), $1.65/hour (WS), need to THAI BRONZEWARE with buf 
have common sense, and a will­ falo horn handles. 7 piece plac 
ingness to participate in training setting service for 12 plus servin 
sessions (without pay). p1eces- dishwasher safe. Excel­
lent Christmas gift . $100 Phone
Mailroom Assistant, $1.65 /hour, 879-2708. 
no experience needed. 
26" SCHWINN sports tourer. 
Excellent cond. $150. Call 
POPULAR RECORDING artist James at 298-8054 . 

needs dedicated female vocalists: 

two 2nd Sopranos, one alto con­ CANARY, SINGER, orange i 

certo. Must be talented, knowl­ color and a girl 's jacket sued 

edge in theory and chord pro­ like leather sheep skin lined an 

gression helpful. Contact Mr trimmed, call 233-62 31. 

Morrison 278-5076. 

1971 PINTO . 2000 cc engine 
Automatic, AM rad io, accenSOMEONE TO drive a car for 
group bumper guards, steelhandicapped student on week­
belted radials, red w/black interends to other schools "in Ohio 
ior. Call 236-5617 after 6 pmand Indiana and Kentucky. Call 

233-6231 anytime. Will pay. 
 MALE HANDICAPPED studen 
needs roommate/attendant loEXCLUSIVE RESTAURANT in cated near campus free rent pluSouth Dayton area needs part­ money, liberal atmosphere fotime or full-time bartender. Ap­ more info call Roger 879-2282.ply by appointment only, Mr 
Ziegler. 433-0410. 66 INTERNATIONAL Metr 
800. Good condition, goo 
UNINHIBITED LADIES wanted utility vehicle or camper. $75 
to work with photographer. Call only. Interested callers pleasi 
Charles at 233-8513. John at 767-7674. 
ELECTRIC GUITAR w/case 
RIDES Swedish Hagstrom. Like n~w 
No amplifier. $20. 298-364NEED RIDE to Athens or 
after 6 pmWooster College any weekend. 

Call Sue 433-4064. 

MARANTZ 2440 quad adap~r 
LOST AND FOUND amp, brand new , still in plastic 
wrapper, $200 cost·$300 new,
ON ABOUT SEPT. 12 a large call ext 638 or 879-54 38 and ask 
campus envelope containing a TV for Sam. 
manuscript in a manila folder 
MISCELLANEOUSwas sent from the social work 

office 227 Millett to the TV 

EXPERT BICYCLE repair workstudio in 005 Fawcett. It didn't 
all makes & models $5.00 pearrive. If you know where it may 
hour. Call 298-4366 , ask fobe located please call Susan 
Blake.Dossary Ext. 582. 
TYPING, MSS , business, etc.FOR SALE 
Call 434-8312. 

FOR SALE-Hoefner classical 

BOOK NEEDED for ·Soc guitar for $50 and Framus flat­
"Research Methods; Issues antop guitar w/cale grove tuning 
Insights" by B Franklin. Pleakeys $75. Call Fred 233-8031. 0contact Steve at 278-6624ed. 
leave mes.sage. Need imm 1 RCA AMPLIFIER 4 channel PA 
ately.50 watts per channel $85.00 

399-5742. 
 FREE PUPPIES, 4 weeks ol 
68 SPITFIRE, hardtop, wire and very cute. 299-8356. 

wheels, radio, 3900 miles, $950 ­
299-5365 10 - 12:00 or after TYPING --TUTORING (Fren~~ 

5:00. Spanish), resumes 299-43 
HANDCRAFTED NECK­

LACES-African trade bead and 
 ROBERT HARVEY-I ·n 
other glass beads. Assorted de- · you-I want you Will con~c 
signs & sizes. $2.50 to $20.00. you with further informatio 
Call Alan 879-0357 after 6. Jennifer 
Ski club moving towards NCAA 

by Dave Stickel Ohio, is offered along with a ski venture in caravans to Valley 
lesson program. The club High on Fridays during the 
Wright State University's Ski sponsors ski trips once a year to winter season. "We leave 
Club is making its initial plans to such places as Colorado, Canada between 2-5 pm with 
go big time. If all plans go right and Europe. transportation being of no 
on course the club will enter There are also many social problem for non-auto owners," 
intercollegiate competition next events for the members, skiers or Little continued, "the slopes 
year. non-skiers alike, in the form of close at 10 pm with the 
"We plan to submit a budget picnics, parties, ice skating and members meeting at the ski 
in December to Athletic camping trips. "Our first trip is lounge for refreshments and live 
Director, Don Mohr, for to Colorade from December band entertainment." 
accepting the ski club as a 13-24," said Little. Ski Club president, Gary
inter collegiate sport on "We have forty-five Hansen, urges new members to 
campus," said Mary Little, reservations for the Colorado join the club. Meetings are held 
secretary of the club. trip and are hoping for more," every Thursday night at 9:30 pm
The ski club is paving the road said Little. The arrangements for in room 041 of the University
for NCAA entrance by following the trip were made by Gene Center. 
the organization's rules and by D'Aloiso, the club's trip 
joining the Midwest Collegiate chairman. 
Ski association. This move 	 Competition in the MCSA is Kappa-AAAS play
enables the members to perform 	 scheduled to begin in January. 
against competition from Ohio, 	 The majority of the ski club's 
Michigan, Indiana and Illinois. 	 members have been practicing to exciting finish 
The club offers many on their own under the guidance 
advantages for those interested of John Foster, the professional [Continued from p 
in joining. A discount ski rate at instructor at Valley High. ended in a 2-2 battle of first
Valley High in Bellefontaine, 	 The WS U skiers usually downs. The tie earned the Kappa 
team a 3-0-1 record against 
AAAS for the women's touch 
football championship of 1974. 
The intramural department is 
still desparately in need of 
football officials. Anyone 
interested should contact Ken 
Knight at ext 606 of the PE 
building. The job pays $1.90 an 	 O~e of WSU's women volleyballers goes up over net to spike ball. 
(Tim Kem photo)hour. 
Volleyballers gain experience, progress 
by Tracey Jayne Thompson 	 talent we have that we can end anything else. If the interest is 
up with a good record," she said. there, we'll consider something 
Peggy Wynkoop is serving her "They (the team) are going to else." 
second year at WSU's volleyball have to get a little more 
coach and is hoping for a good confident in their ability because Raiders run 
season. the ability is there." by Gordon Brown 
"I am hoping for a good Wynkoop also said that "lots Bob Schul, head coach of the 
season and I feel that with the 	 of the women are new." The Wright State University varsity 
volleyball team has eleven new cross country team, has 
players and eight return\ng announced that a "select few" 
play~rs, only two of which number of runners will be 
lettered. participating in several indoor 
Wynkoop thought the small meets beginning this January. 
crowds watching the games were Schul also will send someat these 
disappointing. "They don't runners to various intercollegiate 
realize that the girls are skilled, track meets this spring. In/\/VVV'V\I that the games are good and that addition to distance runners 
· the competition is good. I think Schul is "looking for some 
they would be interested if they sprinters, who can run theBig Discounts! would come and watch." 	 quarter mile, the half mile and 
Wynkoop, besides her on some relays." 
coaching experience at Wright In regard to where the Raiders 
State, has also coached one year will compete in the indoorSave up to $3~00! at Ohio University, where she meets, Schul explained, "We're 
received a master's degree in still chec.king now. We'll 
physical education in '71. probably go to Ohio State's 
Wynkoop coached softball the meet and to Indiana's." But 
last two seasons and will also Schul will not use the. entire 
coach tennis this spring. cross country squad. "It'll be a 
She counts all outdoor-type select few," he said. "Not\\Records· 
• 
activities among her hobbies, but everybody will go to those races 
some of her favorites are field unless they're competitive." 
hockey and tennis. Interested persons, whether 
WSU currently has women's quarter milers, half-milers, or 
programs in swimming, distance runners may contact 
basketball, volley ball, tennis, Don Mohr at the AthleticTop artists! and softball. Wynkoop said that Department or Schul at the 
she "would like to see them get intra-mural football field, after 4 
established before they start pm for further information. 
Major labels! 
WANTED 
!'~ Hundreds of records! Classics included! 
WE NEED YOUNG ADULT MALE VOLUN­
TEERS TO TAKE PART IN A PROJECT/ rany' many 	selections in this special purchase. RELATED TO ASTRONAUTICS. 
NON-SMOKERS PREFERRED 
, Wright 	State Bookstore SPONSORED BY THE WRIGHT STATE 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

For further details please call 223-5343 (Dayton)·--~ D~~~:~~~~~::~el~~~:!! ~--
-------------------------
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Doctor's Bag
Anal intercourse "pain 1n• the as ,, 
[Q] Several weeks ago my What are the reasons? Is there
boyfriend and I engaged in anal a differenee in the chemistry of 
have become convinced that a tionship in which one cannot er. Much of the contaminationlot of unmarried people hang insex. Since then I have had a bad our bodies that prevents me with relationships which have 
feel sexually close to one's occurs after the food is pro.case of eonstipation. Drug store from getting sexually aroused by 
partner is destined for trouble. ces.5ed, since the processing itselfserious defects along one dimen­laxatives seem to have no effect 	 her? has sterilizing effectssion or another. Rather than 	 Cannedon me. I was wondering if my [A] Our relationships with all 	 [Q] With food prices sky­ dogfood is probably cleaner thanexperience of a couple of weeks 	
accept the fact that a relation­ rocketing my roommate and Ipeople are multifaceted. The 	 ship with a particular person the dried stuff. Dog food is alsoago could pos.5ibly be related to have sought various means of

my present difficulties as I have 
type of friendship or closenes.5 might have a serious defect in reducing food bills. Can humans 
made from parts of animals con­

we have with a paritcular person 	 one area even though worth­ eat dried dog food and is it good 
sideredat least esthet ically un.never been greatly constipated is obviously determined by while in other areas, people hold pleasant to contemplate eating,before. for you? Not being gourmets wepecionality factors, but may also 	 together in the hope or belief such as eyes, snouts, udders and[A] Anal intercourse can be affected by such things as 
are willing to try anything once. intestines. Some of the animakresult in a tearing of the skin 
that eventually the relationship Also, do you have a brand whichcommon interests, physical or 	 will become more used in feed have died of naturalthat lines the anal sphincter 	 complete. you particularly prefer? By thesexual appecil, neces.5ity, need When the mis.5ing factor is some­ causes rather than having beenwhich would result in painful and convenience. Like you, I too thing as basic as sexual feelings 
way, keep on printing the truth, slaughtered while healthy.defecation until such tears are 	 but don't try to convince meam puzzled why some relation­	 or involves personality styles, a Nutritionally, dog food mayhealed up. Painful defecation ships just don't seem to go even 
"it" doesn 't cause hair to grow be better than some terriblyalmost inevitably leads to con­
couple might be better off either on your palms. deficient human diets , but by nostipation. On the other hand, 
though all the apparent elements terminating the relationship or [A] How discouraging, how
anxiety can work wonders in 
of succes.5 are present. Equally as maintaining it as one that will absolutely discouraging. 
means would it be considered
confusing, but more fun to con­	 not lead to any permanent ar­
I really adequate. The taste is alsoproducing constipation and lasts 	 sympathize completely with the
a great deal longer than it takes 	
template and be involved in, are rangement. difficulty of dealing with rising 
undesirable by most human stan·
the relationships that seem to dards, so by the t ime youfor a superficial skin tear to heal. 	 start 
Many people I have spoken to prices, but to have to point out doctored it up to make it plat·Anal intercourse without the 
with an instantaneous who have become divorced cite to me that you are not a gour­closeness and understanding, al­ serious and obvious defects in able and nutritious, I doubt ifuse of a condom carries with it a 	 met while asking me about eat­most as if there is some sort of 	 the relationship that existed be­ you'd be saving any money. Youvery real risk of urethral infec­	 ing dried dog food, is too much.chemical or physical reaction 	 fore marriage and which both would be better off using one ortion in the man; serious vaginal 	 And then, you compound the
or bladder infections in 
between the people involved. If parties hoped would disappear. insult by asking me if there is a 
the many available cook books
the there is any chemistry in all of It is my own opinion that people featuring inexpensive menus.woman can occur if genital inter· 	 brand that I personally prefer! Sourcescourse follows under these cir­
this, it is hormonal, not under .who take advantage of the time Dog biscuits with a glass of milk 
of free information
voluntary control and not re­ they are single to become in- about food are: Cooperative Ex·cumstances. 	 when you return from class Ilated to chemical differences 	 volved in multiple relationships tension Services from your localcould understand, but dog foodbetween you and your friend. 	 and feel free to find out who Agricultural college and Office[Q] I always had a very satis· 	 for dinner , never!Warmth, closeness and a satis­	 of Information, US Dept of Ag·factory sexual relationship with 	
they are and what they need, There are no federal stand~rds riculture, Wash, DC 20250.factory sexual relationship usu­	 have a much more likely chancemy former girlfriend. But, l can· 	 of purity for animal foods asally takes some time to develop 	 of eventually marrying someone If I take your last commentnot warm up to my present girl 	 there are for human
although I like her very much. 	
but, at times it never develops; compatible with them. To re­
foods. literally' it's less a matter orTherefore, the likelihood of con­this leads to a tricky situation. I main involved in a serious rela- tamination with bacteria is high-
masturbation causing hair to
grow on your palms than it is a
matter of not doing " it" leading********************************************** 
one to eat dog food.FAIRBORN scheduled concerts at Miami
University and the University lobby of Millett. Proceedsof Dayton. The program will
include a trio sonata by 
the sale go to the
Rehabilitation Meeting Wright State University. Telemann, a dance suite by 
chi1dren of :;;aster Seals
NIKON A general surgery staff Pachelbel, a violin sonata by 
Happy-Time center in Xenia,
PENTAX 	 member at Miami Valley Corelli and Ohio. Dr Ekins Smal l Group 
CAMERA NEWS SHORTS 	 from 
VIVITAR There will be a Rehabilita­	 a suite by 
MlfJOlTA tion meeting Nov 4, 7:30 pm, 
Hospital and St Elizabeth Rameau. Communications class is 
OLYMPUS 
Medical Center, Cromartie • Carol Baxter, a violinist for 
holding the sale. Cost is 25in rm 041 UC. Guest speaker
CANON is Harriet Gill, a rehabilitation 
has been in private practice in the group, is a member of the cents per pretzel. 
KONICA counselor in the Physical 
Dayton since 1957. He is University of Dayton faculty
MAMIYA Medicines dept at St Eliza­
medical advisor for the and plays with the Dayton
beth Hospital. There will also 
Montgomery County Chapter Philharmonic. Diane Gilley, Scholarshipsof the American CancerQuality Equipment be a movie entitled "Don't 	 Society and a member of the 
flutist, is a member of the
Tell the Cripples about Sex." 	 Dayton Philharmonic and the Two $500 scholarships willAt Discount Prices Everyone is invited. Free re­
Board of Directors of the Philharmonic Woodwind be awarded to juniors,
TRADES WELCOMED freshments. 
Drew Medical Center, Winters Quintet. Robert J Haskins, seniors, or graduate studentsNational Bank and Cypres.5 cello and viola de gamba, is 	 who major in Education andComplete 	 Cable Television of Dayton.Bolinga Speech 	 the music director of the intend to be School MediaDarkroom This year he 	is chairman of Springfield Opera, member of Specialists (librarians). Details
Supplies the board for Drew Medical the Dayton Philharmonic and can be obtained in the OfficeDr Jules Cromartie, Jr, Center. chairman of the fine arts of Financial Aid andDayton surgeon and former Cromartie will appear in14 E. MAIN ST. division at Wilmington Placement.
chief of staff at Miami Valley 112 Oelman Hall for the Coliege. 
 Julane Rodgers,878-4392 Hospital, will be discussing harpsichordist, is a member Theatre Tryou tsHOURS: 9-6 exc;ept Wed. & Sun. "Blacks in the Medical Chamber Music of the WSU's faculty and hasProfes.5ion" at 2: 10 pm given various performances of Tryouts for "The MagicMonday, November 4 at Wright State University baroque music in the Dayton Pouch," a theatre production,Chamber Music Series_ II area. 	 are scheduled Wednesday andfeatures baroque music by The concert is open to the Thursday, from 3 to 5 pm inthe Camerata Players at 8 pm public and free of charge. 	 the Celebration Theatre ofon Sunday, November 10 inCome visit me - all South America the re.cital hall of the Pretzel Sale 
the Creative Arts Center. 
227 Xenia Ave - Yellow Springs, Ohio 	 Creative Arts Center. 
Wh~re the ~usual is the usual The group began playing A prtezel sale will be heldtogether last year and has Tuesday form 10 to 2 in the Lecture at UD 
Leland V Bell from Central
State University wm lecture
on "19th Century InsaneBOOKSTORE Asylums: Promise and Failure
I of an Ideal" in 31O KennedY
I I CLOSED Union at 3:30 pm on 
I ~ I Wednesday, Nov 6 
r·--PANCHo:s-HIDEA-wAv----: 
= MEXICAN FOOD - BEER II ·;; 	 - ­
I 	 I - - - - ''5 	
I Nov 9-10-11 F.airborn Natural Foods
­
I
I 1 to Spm 	
I 5l6 W Xenia Dr, Fairborn 
I 878-2042I i: 10% STUDENT I Veterans Day Hrs: Mon-Fri 9:3Oto 5:30I ~ s I Sat 9:30to 4:30
I
I ~ ~ FOOD DISCOUNT I Full line of Health-Foods ~
• wsu 
~ 	
II ::id -
I
I 665 ORVILLE 878-6151 
-	
I
I DAIL Y'S ART SUPPL y .1 Screen PrintingI 	 I Supplies
I 
Time 11 to 9 Mon thru Sat, Closed Sun 	 I The complete Art Supply Store p· 
1 
FI 120 E Third St - Downtpwn - .Parking next to store 1 1c ure rames 
